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                                                                                        Lawrence – Queen (1) 

Determined to continue to drag the monarch into the modern day era by being as ‘normal’ as 

a future King of England can possibly be, Wills and Kate have taken the next step to 

demolishing the Royal family and living an ordinary life; their application for a council flat in 

Peckham has been approved, they moved in yesterday with the kids, George and Charlotte, 

who will be now known as ‘Georg-ze’ and ‘are Char’.’  

We managed to grab a word with are Wills as he changed the tyres on his Merc’ after they 

were let down by a group of drunken yobos. The future King, sporting a new look, ripped 

jeans hanging halfway down his backside, a beer stained vest and a back to front baseball 

cap, perfected his new cockney accent; ‘Alright darlin’,’ he began by addressing are reporter. 

‘As you can see, us faammily have got a new gaff – beautiful ain’t it?’ He stared up to the top 

flat of the tower block as a clapped out old banger flew around the corner being driven by a 

skin head covered in tattoos. ‘Oh sorted geezer, ‘ere’s are new motor, alright Gazzer?’ The 

unsavoury driver tossed Wills the keys. The Prince high fived the man. ‘Cheers mate, the 

reddies are in the flat, two grand ain’t it? Go on up, the missus is up there, she’s doing the 

kids tea, help yourself to a can, I’ll be up in two shakes of a lambs tail then we’ll talk 

business – know what I mean?’  

The Queen and Prince Phillip arrived soon after to visit the new Royal home, after a brief 

stay the Queen commented; ‘Well, it is not what one would want for the future King, I am not 

sure I would board the Corgis here let alone the Royal family!’ Prince Philip added; ‘It stinks 

of piss. I do not wish to be asked by a gang of yobos if I have ‘a light’ or if I want to score 

some crack – although I have to admit, I have dabbled in the past! I’d like to know where the 

servants are?! Where are they going to hold a garden party?! And what, may I ask, is a 



 

 

spunktrumpet? Some kind of trendy musical instrument?! It’s written all over the stairway 

walls! Whole place is a shambles, absolute shambles…’ 

Kate gave us a royal wave from the broken railing balcony of her new home, not long after 

the Queen and Prince Philip left smelling of stale urine. Kate was full of smiles in her leopard 

print onesie with Princess Charlotte under one arm and a fag in the other.  

It is reported Price Harry and Megan Markel have put their names on the council list for a flat 

three doors down from Wills and Kate, in between a squat and the busted shit stinking lift. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


